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Graph shows how different 
target users could use the 
same product

hood scoop design

Internship with DCC Works
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project brief

Consumer wants a Land 
Rover specific product 
to help with overheating 
problem

project brief Research

Problem Statement:

Most Land Rover Discovery offroad vehicles have a 
common problem when offroading. When the engine 
is working hard and the vehicle is moving slowly the 
engine tends to overheat. Currently there are no Land 
Rover specific products to fix this issue.

Consumer Needs:

According to the Solihol Society, Colorado’s 
Land Rover club, Land Rover owners 
want to be set apart. For example, they 
wouldn’t put a product on their vehicle 
that looks like it belongs on a Jeep. They 
are willing to pay more to have a quality 
product.

The only products currently on the 
market are universal kits. These kits 
do not have a perfect fit and do not 
look like a Land Rover product.

The focus of this project is to create 
a Land Rover specific product 
that solves the overheating 
problem and looks like it could 
have come from the factory.
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current products

Current options are not 
Land Rover specific and 
do not match design of 
vehicle.

DuraFlex universal hood scoop

Price - $99.00

Carbon Creations universal hood scoop

Price - $199.00

Street Scene Aero Style hood scoop

Price - $257.99

VFiber G-force hood scoop

Price - $149.00

current available hood scoops

Aftermarket parts on this vehicle:
Roof rack
Fender flairs
Fog lamps
Steel bumper

All of the aftermarket products on this vehicle look like they could have been a 
factory option when the vehicle was purchased new. 

All of the products add function to the vehicle without taking away from the Land 
Rover design.



design theme

Elements of Land Rover 
design incorporated into 
hood scoop
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No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

No. 1
Corner element, elevation change 
from front to back

No. 3
Relationship of black graphic to 
hood and body line

No. 2
Elevation change, lower in middle

No. 4
Intersection of smooth and sharp 
lines

No. 5
Sharp angular lines and elevation 
changes



Design theme initially 
developed through 
concept sketches
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ideation sketches
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concept model

Various methods were 
used to define shape and 
proportion of design

Hood scoop profile developed on hood

Base covered in clay Design developed on one side Created symmetry and smoothed surfaces

Profile developed in foam Initial form development Base for clay layup



Prototype developed using 
mold made from clay 
model

design prototype
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Final clay model ready for mold First part pulled from mold Sanded and primed for paint

Final prototype


